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O1s core level binding energies of oxygen atoms in bulk ZnO, at different ZnO surfaces, and in

some Zn oxo compounds were calculated by means of wave function based quantum chemical ab

initio methods. Initial and final state effects were obtained by Koopmans’ theorem and at the

DSCF level, respectively. After correction for scalar relativistic effects and electron correlation, the

calculated XPS peak positions are in excellent agreement with the available experimental data for

all systems included in the present study. The O1s core level shifts between an isolated H2O

molecule and the Zn oxo compounds or ZnO, as well as between oxygen atoms in bulk ZnO and

at various ZnO surfaces, can be understood by means of Madelung potentials and electronic

relaxation or screening. XPS spectra were calculated for various cluster models which are

designed to describe different possibilities of stabilizing the polar O-terminated ZnO(000�1) surface

by the adsorption of H atoms. The experimental spectra are only compatible with the theoretical

results for the fully hydroxylated H–ZnO(000�1) surface exhibiting a (1 � 1) surface structure.Q2

1. Introduction

Currently, there is an intense interest among theoreticians and

experimentalists in the structure and stability of the different

surface planes of ZnO and the consequences for catalytic

reactions at such surfaces. In particular, the two polar surfaces

of the wurtzite-type ZnO crystal, the Zn-terminated

ZnO(0001) and the O-terminated ZnO(000�1) surface planes,

have attracted increasing interest. From a theoretical point of

view,1–4 these surfaces are thermodynamically unstable and

have to be stabilized by some process, either by metallization,5

–7 reconstructions,8,9 adsorption of charged species such as

protons or OH� anions10,11 or by some other means.12 How-

ever, rather sharp (1 � 1) LEED patterns have been observed

for both surfaces by various authors.13–15 Therefore, it has

been believed for quite some time that the two polar surfaces

are stable in an unmodified bulk termination.16

More recently, experimental and theoretical evidence sug-

gests that the two polar surfaces observed experimentally are

not clean ZnO surfaces, but are covered by hydrogen

atoms.10,11 Even in UHV experiments there are enough H2O

molecules in the rest gas which could be cleaved heterolytically

in such a way that protons saturate the negatively charged O-

terminated ZnO(000�1) surface, while the Zn-terminated

ZnO(0001) surface is covered by OH� anions. Such a hydro-

xylation has only been found in a few experiments so far since

it is not easy to detect the H atoms at the surfaces, and it might

be possible that the surfaces observed in older experiments

were also covered by H atoms.

Among the possible experimental techniques for identifying

H atoms or OH species at the surfaces, such as IR spectro-

scopy or the use of CO as a probe molecule,10 O1s X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) seems to be the most

promising. The XPS O1s peak positions depend quite sensi-

tively on the oxidation state and chemical environment of the

O atom under consideration, and it should be easy to distin-

guish O atoms in bulk ZnO from those at the surface, whether

they are covered by H atoms or not. Indeed, XPS O1s studies

of ZnO powder samples as well as of different surface planes

under UHV conditions have been published by various

authors,17–20 one example of which is given in Fig. 1. Those

authors assign the strong peak at 531.6 eV to the O atoms in

the bulk, while the shoulder at 533.7 eV is attributed to OH

groups at the ZnO(000�1) surface.17

In the present paper we report on a series of ab initio

calculations of O1s core level binding energies for bulk ZnO

and various ZnO surfaces, and some Zn oxo compounds for

comparison. The objective of our study is twofold. First, of

course, we want to check whether the above experimental
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Fig. 1 Experimental O1s XPS spectrum of ZnO(000�1). Ref. 17, with

permission by Ch. Wöll. Q3 Q4
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